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For a majority of Americans, the events of 9/11, the subsequent wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, and the continuing conflicts in the Middle East were and are expe-
rienced via cable news networks, viral videos, and print/online news articles.
These events are not experienced as material reality but rather as abstract intan-
gibles constructed through words and images. Such media representations
present violence, suffering, and other catastrophic events as singular incidents
frozen in time and disconnected from the myriad of complex relations that con-
tribute to the ongoing flux of existence. Furthermore, the bombardment of infor-
mation via television, radio, the Internet, and social media outlets—not to
mention the quick ease with which we switch from one to the other—may not
allow ample time to analyze and discern what might exist beyond the camera’s
frame; even the most raw and uncensored forms of journalism often do not com-
municate the complex relationships shaping particular political and cultural fig-
urations. Most devastatingly, the intangible nature of mass media often
suppresses both the material facticity of the human body and material inter-
changes between bodies.

As Joan Retallack expresses in The Poethical Wager (2003), mass culture (as
promoted by mass media) strives for simplistic, naı̈ve, and fantastical represen-
tations of reality, as opposed to “imaginative engagement with [realistic] material
complexity” (26). For Retallack, innovative writing is one way “to stay warm and
active and realistically messy” while disrupting the “shiny freeze-frames” (5) of
mass culture. In her fourth book, Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric
(2004), poet Claudia Rankine “stays messy” by exploding the boundaries of
the lyric genre in order to disrupt the facile political frameworks promoted by
mass media. Using investigative techniques, Rankine responds to the culture
of information by writing poetry that engages the complexity of existence while
emphasizing material interconnectedness and embodiment.

Part documentary, part imagination, investigative poetry incorporates a vari-
ety of data and reportage into the poem—including testimonials, interviews,
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facts, and figures—in order to explore the historical and political conditions of
contemporary culture. Kristin Prevallet describes the investigative poet as one
who “engages in an active relationship with the political, social, and cultural
forces around him or her.” Using the same documents and information used
by the media and other meaning-making institutions, the poet actively creates
an “alternate narrative history” (115-16). In other words, the poet “breaks” open
the original frame and re-contextualizes, or radically rethinks, mediated dis-
course. Following investigative techniques, Rankine juxtaposes a medley of cul-
tural documents—including photographic stills of viral videos and spaghetti
westerns, news reports, photos from Ground Zero, facts and statistics regarding
the practices of pharmaceutical companies, and lines of poetry by at least nine
different poets—with first-person lyrical prose. The reader enters the inner
thoughts of an isolated speaker actively trying to make sense of the competing
images and registers of language that barrage her daily life in the form of public
signage, television, and print articles. Because the speaker’s response to the bar-
rage of media is often personal and incomplete, the reader becomes simulta-
neously engaged in a similar active task, reading the lyric voice as one more
competing register among the images and diagrams. Thus, as I will discuss in
greater detail, Rankine abandons the fixed, unitary speaker traditionally associ-
ated with the lyric genre and in its stead offers a multiple and fragmented “I” that
more accurately represents the entanglements of our material reality.

Dorothy Barresi describes the voice and style of Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An
American Lyric as “commonplace performative,” labeling both poet and speaker
“a reporter, a collector and a connector of uneasy moments” (189-90). This active
performance—both the investigative act performed by Rankine and the subse-
quent action required of the reader—is the type of interrogative motion Karen
Barad refers to as “posthumanist performativity”:

Performativity, properly construed, is not an invitation to turn everything (includ-
ing material bodies) into words; on the contrary, performativity is precisely a
contestation of the excessive power granted to language to determine what is
real[,] . . . a contestation of the unexamined habits of mind that grant language
and other forms of representation more power in determining our ontologies than
they deserve. (133)

Breaking open the visual and linguistic frames produced by mass media, Rankine
actively contests the power these frames have to determine and shape our percep-
tions of material reality. In a 2006 interview by Jennifer Flescher and Robert
Casper, Rankine discusses the value of the investigative form for contesting medi-
ated representation: the hybrid nature of the form allows the poet to “acknowl-
edge a total experience of being” while also enabling her to address the
relationship between “mediated responses, the media, and the clarity or lack of
clarity around our own connectedness.” This mixed-genre form is particularly
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useful for demonstrating material and discursive entanglements across time,
space, and place.

Rankine’s book begins with the following passage from Aimé Césaire’s
Notebook of a Return to My Native Land (1939): “And most of all beware, even
in thought, of assuming the sterile attitude of the spectator, for life is not a spec-
tacle, a sea of grief is not a proscenium, a man who wails is not a dancing bear.”
While this particular epigraph acts as signpost for the book’s agenda, it is also
indicative of Rankine’s ongoing poetic evolution. The poet originally used the
passage from Césaire to open her first book, Nothing in Nature is Private
(1994).1 In the interview by Flescher and Casper, the poet revealed her disap-
pointment in this first book, describing it as the product of an MFA program
and thus very accessible and straightforward but a failure in terms of correctly
portraying the way “private and public selves are intertwined.” She reused the
Césaire passage as an epigraph for Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric
because she “finally had the tools to address race and the space around what it
means to be human, such as our responsibility to society. . . . [T]he [investiga-
tive] form, when it is really working, is open, responsive and flexible”
(Rankine, “Interview”). A flexible and open poetic form is crucial to communi-
cating the shifting and porous boundaries of existence. Most importantly, this
responsive flexibility encourages active engagement on the part of the reader
in contrast to the passive engagement of mass media-induced spectatorship.
Rankine’s move toward the responsive and flexible documentary form, which
has historically served to oppose dominant modes of discourse, situates her
within a lineage of oppositional investigative poetics that includes Muriel
Rukeyser’s “The Book of the Dead” (1938), Langston Hughes’s “Johannesburg
Mines” (1928) and Ask Your Mama (1961), Ernesto Cardenal’s Zero Hour and
Other Documentary Poems (1980), and Kamau Brathwaite’s Trenchtown Rock
(1994). Here, I draw on Erica Hunt’s definition of oppositional poetics as taking
a “critically active stance against forms of domination” (198) by critiquing dom-
inant culture and revealing the ways “majorities can be inoculated to tolerate
growing levels of targeted violence” (205). All of the works mentioned above
speak to Hunt’s concern with building a body of opposition to what she calls “the
New War,” an ongoing struggle in which violence is dispersed among marginal-
ized others but goes unnoticed by the majority of the Western world.

The change and evolution of Rankine’s poetic style also speaks to Evie
Shockley’s recent proposal for a new conception of “black aesthetics,” aligning
Rankine with a tradition of innovative African American poetry that includes
Gwendolyn Brooks, Sonia Sanchez, Harryette Mullen, Will Alexander, and Ed
Roberson.2 In Renegade Poetics: Black Aesthetics and Formal Innovation in
African American Poetry (2011), Shockley asks us to think of black aesthetics
as a “multifarious, contingent, non-delimited complex of strategies that
African American writers may use to negotiate gaps or conflicts between their
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artistic goals and the operation of race in the production, dissemination, and
reception of their writing.” As Shockley notes, these strategies might be “recog-
nizably black,” or they “might not seem particularly concerned with issues of
race” (9). Furthermore, the “black” in Shockley’s conception of black aesthetics
does not

describe the characteristics or qualities of the texts, nor does it refer specifically to
the (socially constructed) race of the writer. Rather, it describes the subjectivity of
the African American writer—that is, the subjectivity produced by the experience
of identifying or being interpolated as “black” in the US—actively working out a
poetics in the context of a racist society. (9)

Although she makes room for a range of strategies, Shockley is particularly con-
cerned with “those instances when such race-related wrangling has led the poet
beyond what experience has shown will do the job and into a space of formal risk-
taking and experimentation” (9). As Rankine’s comments in the interview with
Flescher and Casper indicate, the need to formulate “a poetics in the context of
a racist society” led the Jamaican-born Rankine to engage in the kind of formal
risk-taking that resulted in Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric, a book
that uses vast amounts of blank space, images, endnotes, and informational lyric
prose to encourage the reader’s active engagement.

In practicing investigative poetics, Rankine is also promoting a trans-
corporeal ethics, which, as described by Stacy Alaimo, is a material ethics that
demands “we inquire about all of the substances that surround us, those for
which we may be somewhat responsible, those that may harm us, those that
may harm others, and those that we suspect we do not know enough about”
(18). A trans-corporeal ethics asks us to recognize bodies as continuously emerg-
ing from the ongoing interaction of material and social agents. Awareness of “this
profound sense of entanglement, intra-activity, and perpetual emergence fosters
an ethical stance that insists that the activities and knowledge practices of the
human are always part of, and accountable to, the wider world” (158).3 Don’t
Let Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric is an inquiry into the harmful physical
and discursive substances that surround and shape the human body.
Presented as a critique of American culture, the book specifically illustrates the
physiological effects of class and racism and the ways in which the oppressed
are physically affected by economic and social systems. Furthermore, exposing
the connection between American ideology and the illusion of mastery over
nature, self, and others, Rankine proves that the culturally pervasive belief in
American exceptionalism and individualism enables us to disavow the role we
play in the lives of others while maintaining the illusion that our own bodies
should (and do) remain untouched and unshaped by others.

Recent critical analyses of twenty-first-century poetics in Contemporary
Literature and elsewhere all question what might be an adequate poetic response
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to contemporary political and environmental events, as well as the paradigmatic
shifts brought on by scientific and technological innovation.4 Key events of the
new century include the 9/11 attacks, the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, and a
myriad of other terrorist attacks and military conflicts across the globe; the birth
of protest movements such as Occupy Wall Street and the Arab Spring; natural
and environmental disasters such as Hurricane Katrina and the BP oil spill, earth-
quakes and tsunamis in Indonesia, Kashmir, and Japan; the 2008 economic melt-
down and the formation of the G20; the advent of smartphones, Web 2.0, and
social media; and innovations and controversies in stem cell research and ther-
apeutic cloning.5 Because these events shape millions of bodily lives and have
material and corporeal repercussions, they demand a response. In their introduc-
tion to New Materialisms: Ontology, Agency, and Politics (2010), Diana Coole and
Samantha Frost argue for the urgent need to “turn to materialism” in light of “the
pressing ethical and political concerns” that accompany the events and develop-
ments listed above (5). As Coole and Frost argue,

changes in living matter are rendering obsolete many of the conventional ethical
categories used to evaluate them. As scientists succeed in bridging species, artifi-
cially creating and extending human and animal life, and manipulating and synthe-
sizing genes to create new life forms, they muddle the concepts and boundaries that
are the ground for much ethical and political thinking. (22)

Innovations in bio and digital technology have also led to an unprecedented accu-
mulation of power “by global corporations which have no accountability to the
world’s population beyond their own shareholders but which are acquiring exten-
sive control over the food, water, and energy that are the very condition of human
survival” (22). In view of this urgent need for a trans-corporeal, material-based
ethics, a poetics emphasizing material interconnectedness as well as our collective
kinship with all others is the adequate poetic response to contemporary events, a
response a number of poets are already actively engaging.6

Thus, Rankine’s concern with the role discourse plays in constructing material
reality—and her promotion of ethical behavior based on an understanding of our
material embodiment—situates Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric
within a wider and necessary cultural shift toward the posthuman and materiality.
Rankine accomplishes two interrelated tasks: first, employing investigative tech-
niques, she breaks open the mediated frameworks that seek to erase the piercing
physiological effects of racism and oppression; second, she demonstrates that the
human is not a bounded individual, disembodied from cultural values and norms,
but rather an embodied being immersed in a network of social, economic, mate-
rial, environmental, biological, and political relationships. Rankine’s investigative
lyric brings materiality to the fore both by encouraging the reader to engage
actively with the text and by juxtaposing this active reading against the kind of
passive spectating that occurs, as Rankine suggests, when we watch television
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or receive information from other mass media outlets. Furthermore, through the
voice and actions of her lyric “I,” Rankine communicates the need to critically
and actively interact with all texts, including mass media. Active versus passive
spectating directly relates to Rankine’s engagement with trans-corporeal ethics:
the passive spectator, much like the liberal humanist subject, believes she is sep-
arate from what she is witnessing, but an active, or critical, spectator understands
that she is entangled in the spectacle, that the boundaries of the self are permeable
and both our physical and subjective existence are deeply intertwined and depen-
dent on a network of forces. Rankine’s poetic form requires active reading,
while her subject—a first-person speaker’s daily interaction with mass
media—conveys the need to critically and actively read all forms of media.7

In his 1976 manifesto, Investigative Poetry, Ed Sanders describes investigative
poetics as the process of infusing the lyric line with “data clusters” so “that
poetry should again assume responsibility for the description of history” (3).
The first decade of the twenty-first century, the years of the George W. Bush
Administration, marked an especially urgent need for poets to “once again
assume responsibility” for the interpretation of contemporary historical events.8

A 2004 New York Times article by Ron Suskind illustrates the need to counter “of-
ficial” manipulation of language and information. Suskind relays a conversation
he had in 2002 with one of Bush’s senior advisors, in which the official berated
Suskind for living “in what we call the reality-based community” of people who
believe that “solutions emerge from a judicious study of discernible reality.”
The official then went on to tell Suskind,

That’s not the way the world really works anymore. . . . We’re an empire now, and
when we act, we create our own reality. And while you’re studying that reality—
judiciously, as you will—we’ll act again, creating other new realities, which you
can study too, and that’s how things will sort out. We’re history’s actors . . . and
you, all of you, will be left to just study what we do.9

This exchange exemplifies the prevailing attitude of a Bush Administration that
refused to acknowledge the role of others in shaping existence and assumed mas-
tery and control over all human and nonhuman bodies. In the immediate after-
math of 9/11, this disregard for the complexity of actions and the effects those
actions have on the lives of others was disseminated uncritically by the media,
proving that twenty-first-century mainstream media is no longer (if it ever
was) obligated to act as the public’s critical interpreter of government action
and policy. Instead, the media caters to advertisers—big corporations who stand
to profit the most from popular support for the Republican political agenda—
often self-censuring in order to please them.

As Judith Butler explains in Precarious Life: The Powers of Mourning and
Violence (2004), the events of 9/11 led to a rise in “anti-intellectualism and a
growing acceptance of self-censorship within the media,” a type of censorship
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that eschewed critical analysis while embracing Bush’s famous binarism: “Either
you’re with us or you’re with the terrorists” (1-2). Those who attempted to crit-
ically analyze the complexity of the situation were labeled as “terrorist sympa-
thizers” or even “terrorists” themselves. “Dissent is quelled,” writes Butler, “in
part, through threatening the speaking subject with an uninhabitable identifica-
tion” (xix). The success of Bush’s campaign for war against Iraq, according to
John MacArthur in the Columbia Journalism Review, “was largely dependent
on a compliant press that uncritically repeated almost every fraudulent adminis-
tration claim about the threat posed to America by Saddam Hussein” (62).
Information was presented as part of a closed system, and a closed system per-
petuated by the media forgoes the kind of open flexibility necessary for under-
standing complex relationships.

In contrast, the investigative form is open and flexible, enabling a multiplicity
of interconnections to make themselves known, according to Rankine, by allow-
ing “the field of the poem to be open to all the ways we are domestically and glob-
ally intertwined[,] . . . a field that actually more accurately portrays what the
whole story looks like” (“Interview”). The structural design of Don’t Let Me Be
Lonely: An American Lyric invites the reader to actively create meaning in a
way not readily available to the consumer of television, radio, or print/online
news. The book is oddly shaped, taller and narrower than most, resembling a
newspaper column and set in the same typeface used by The New York Times
and other American newspapers since the 1950s (Rankine, “Claudia”).
However, the resemblance to newspapers ends there. For example, Rankine’s
images do not have explanatory captions, a standard practice in both print
and online news reporting. Whereas the captions attached to news images are
usually designed to sway or instruct the reader one way or the other,
Rankine’s omission of captions forces the reader to engage with all of the images’
signifying possibilities.

The book also contains an overwhelming amount of blank space unlike the
typical newspaper in which every inch of a column is filled with text, relevant
images, or advertising. The blank space forces the reader to actively engage by
offering a moment to pause and reflect. For example, at the top of page eleven,
the speaker asks, “Why do people waste away?” Then, after informing us that
Gertrude Stein died of stomach cancer, she quotes a passage from Stein’s Wars
I Have Seen (1945), followed by seven inches of blank space. The top of page
ten, the verso page, features a three-inch column discussing Tom Cruise’s char-
acter in the movie Magnolia (1999), which is similarly followed by six-and-a-
half inches of blank space. With the book open to these pages, the reader is
provided with ample unfilled space to consider the connection between Tom
Cruise, Gertrude Stein, and cancer. The space allows for meditative analy-
sis—one might even use the space for jotting reflective notes. There is no chan-
nel to switch, no link to click, no cable news ticker floating across the bottom of
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the page. Two to three blank pages also divide each of the book’s eighteen sec-
tions, with one of the blank pages containing only the image of a small, two-
inch static-filled television. For Rankine, these “section breakers” are “them-
selves a critique of a cultural passivity—watching television has become a
national American pastime, and that’s where we get our rest. So, in the breaks
between the sections you hang out” (“Interview”). The presence of the televi-
sion serves to remind the reader they are not watching television. It reminds us
to register the difference in sensations between what Rankine’s poetry requires
us to do and the inactivity the television usually enforces, the difference
between active analysis and passive consumption. In another sense, the televi-
sion’s repeated appearance—both the static-filled televisions that mark a new
section and the image-filled televisions within the poem—encourage the reader
to think about what it means to spectate even as they are currently observing
the life of Rankine’s speaker.10

Indeed, as the book’s subtitle informs us, Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An American
Lyric is part of the lyric tradition; it depicts an “I” shaped by experience. The same
force driving us to stare at the accident scene, the desire to watch the falling man,
is what keeps the reader turning the page. Although fictional, Rankine’s lyric voice
is intimate and diaristic. The speaker reveals personal tragedies and confessions:
her sister’s family is killed in a car accident, her friend dies of breast cancer, her
friend’s mother has a heart attack, she herself calls a suicide hotline and is taken
away in an ambulance, and she suffers from insomnia. The reader, it almost
seems, is tuned in to a daytime tell-all talk show. Except here, the speaker’s pain,
depression, and personal tragedies are very deliberately linked to contemporary
American culture and politics. Historical and cultural events are not used in a fig-
urative sense; rather, these very real events affect the speaker on a somatic level.
When the speaker, who keeps the bedroom television on twenty-four hours a day,
goes into her “bedroom to put on socks because [her] toes might be cold” and
hears, from the television, about things happening that “should not happen to
any human being,” she gets “a sharp pain in [her] gut” (56). When she sees
and hears about the racist violence committed against Abner Louima, the speaker
feels “bits” of her insides “twisting away from flesh in the form of a blow to the
body.” Her physical pain is juxtaposed with the physical pain of Louima—“It’s
been four years since he was sodomized with a broken broomstick while in police
custody. It was two months and three surgeries before he could leave the hospi-
tal”—and when she hears Louima say he is “lucky to be alive,” her hand “instinc-
tively” “braces [her] abdomen” (56). An image of the speaker’s television, tuned
into the news conference she is purportedly watching, depicts Louima fielding
questions from the press. By including the image, Rankine symbolically forces
the reader to address Louima in a face-to-face encounter, to regard our shared
vulnerability as embodied beings and think about what it means to interact
responsibly in our shared social space.
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Alex Young describes Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric as the
“strong articulation of a lyric self that speaks despite—and because of—her
hyperawareness of her own social and political position.” It is also the articulation
of a lyric self that is hyperaware of her subjective location in a material body at a
particular time in a particular place and connected to other bodies residing in the
same temporal-spatial location. Explaining the meaning of the book’s subtitle to
Leonard Lopate, Rankine described the book as “an exploration of the self in a
social space. I live in America and I felt all of the sudden barraged by it”
(“Claudia”). In writing the book, Rankine is both asking and teaching us to be
hyperaware of our material location in the US and of the material actualities
behind the barrage of media representations.

On the page opposite Louima, the television shows us Amadou Diallo, a
twenty-three-year-old immigrant from Guinea who, unarmed, was shot and killed
in 1999 by four New York police officers who believed he matched the description
of a rape suspect. Diallo is smiling as he poses next to a tree on a city street for a
friend, a lover, or someone who framed him as a happy young man. Above the
television, the speaker expresses the unfathomable nature of the event: “And the
other: All the shots, all forty-one never add up, never become plural, and will not
stay in the past. It felt wasteful to cry at the television set as Amadou Diallo’s
death was announced” (57). In the text below the picture of Diallo, the speaker
wonders if it might be too “sentimental” or “naı̈ve” to “value each life like that,
to feel loss to the point of being bent over each time.” The speaker continues:

There is no innovating loss. It was never invented, it happened as something phys-
ical, something physically experienced. It is not something an “I” discusses socially.
Though Myung Kim did say that the poem is really a responsibility to everyone in a
social space. She did say it was okay to cramp, to clog, to fold over at the gut, to have
to hold the pain, and then to translate it here. She did say, in so many words, that
what alerts, alters. (57)

Here, Rankine turns the tendency to look away from the pain of others, the par-
adox of spectating, into a shirking of responsibility. Susan Sontag expresses a
similar sentiment in Regarding the Pain of Others (2003): “One can feel obliged
to look at photographs that record great cruelties and crimes. One should feel
obliged to think about what it means to look at them, about the capacity to actu-
ally assimilate what they show” (95). Both Rankine and Sontag address the dif-
ference between passive and critical spectating and what it means to think beyond
the media’s flashy frames: what alerts, alters.

By sampling images and text from the Abner Louima news conference and
including it among other incidents of racial violence and oppression, Rankine
alerts us to the material effects of semiotic categories based on skin color or other
physical characteristics. Sampling from the various news reports her speaker
“hears” on television or “reads” in news articles, Rankine also demonstrates
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how information is framed and reframed. Prevallet distinguishes between the
kind of collage employed in Language and other experimental poetry and the
sampling used in investigative poetics:

Unlike collage, which decontextualizes and removes the reference from the
object by forcing a cohesion with other objects, sampling preserves the reference
by presenting it as a chunk of information, rather than as a fragmented cutup.
Both recontextualize the original reference—but whereas collage consumes the
reference, sampling allows the seams, and the points of convergence with other ref-
erences, to show. (125)

Rankine’s investigative method enables the reader to recognize “points of conver-
gence” between domestic racial violence and foreign war policy, as the Louima
section interacts with other sections addressing racial violence and American
political policy and also interacts with the reader’s prior knowledge and the ref-
erences Rankine includes in the endnotes.

Indeed, Rankine’s re-presentation, or translation, of history is partially accom-
plished by the inclusion of extensive endnotes—approximately twenty pages
worth. The endnotes list Rankine’s sources, including relevant web addresses
and publication dates, along with a vast amount of additional background infor-
mation that may not, on the surface, seem relevant, such as the origin of the name
of a SoHo café or that twenty-two million Americans have allergies. All of the end-
notes actually do serve as meaningful markers in Rankine’s constructed demon-
stration of interconnectedness and trans-corporeality. The information is
objectively presented, leaving the analytical legwork up to the reader. Together,
the main text and the endnotes form repetitive patterns, making clear the link
between bodily harm and political rhetoric (to name just one connective pattern).
The endnotes are integral to both an understanding of the text and an under-
standing of the complexity of reality; they also provoke the reader to actively
engage. As one reviewer states: “Reading then becomes something we do, unlike
TV, which is done to us” (Koneazny 21).

For example, by turning to the endnotes for pages fifty-six and fifty-seven, the
reader learns additional details regarding the arrest and beating of Louima and
the fatal shooting of Diallo: “Ahmed Amadou Diallo, a West African immigrant
and street vendor, was shot dead in the early morning hours of February 4,
1999, in the vestibule of his Bronx apartment building. Despite being unarmed,
four police officers expended 41 rounds shooting at Diallo. He was declared dead
at the scene” (142). Even here, Rankine does not give all the details. She does not
say that Diallo was only twenty-three-years-old, that the shooters were “plain-
clothes” officers, or that they shot Diallo because they thought he fit the descrip-
tion of a serial rapist, one who had not “struck” for at least a year. Rankine does
not tell us the four officers were acquitted or that defense lawyers attempted to
remove three black women—the only minorities—from the jury (Fritsch). By
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not giving all of the details, Rankine creates her own mediated discourse, refram-
ing and providing new contexts for each incident. The textual gaps also tempt the
reader to do his or her own research in order to achieve a fuller perspective. By
repeating Louima’s plea that what happened to him “should not happen to any
human being” (56), Rankine insures that a reader unfamiliar with the story will
wonder how such a thing really could happen to a human being. Again, what
alerts, alters.

In an analysis of Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric, Emma Kimberly
discusses the use of the endnotes: “They seem as much designed to engage the
reader as is the main body of the text, necessitating a choice on the reader’s part
as to how to read them. . . . This intrusive use of multiple frames forces an inter-
rogation of every position the reader occupies, disrupting any attempt to settle into
a single reading of the text” (782). In addition to the Diallo endnote, Rankine
includes another, three times as long, about Bruce Springsteen’s reaction to the
killing of Diallo. This endnote, exemplary of the “multiple frames” Kimberly refers
to, further complicates the situation. The endnote informs readers that
Springsteen premiered “American Skin (41 Shots),” a song inspired by the shoot-
ing, at a concert in Atlanta in June 2000. The song caused the head of the New York
City Police Benevolent Association, supported by the Police Commissioner, to urge
all 27,000 New York City police officers to boycott Springsteen’s tour, which was
scheduled for ten shows at Madison Square Garden following a stop in Atlanta.
According to the endnote, Bob Lucente, the president of the New York State
Fraternal Order of Police, lost his job after he publicly denounced Springsteen with
the following statement: “[Springsteen’s] turned into some type of fucking dirt
bag. He goes on the boycott list. He has all these good songs and everything,
American-flag songs and all that stuff, and now he’s a floating fag, and you can
quote me on that.” Rankine’s endnote provides additional context:

Springsteen’s song describes a mother warning her son to always admit inferiority
to police officers, noting that “The secret my friend / You can get killed just for liv-
ing in your American skin.” This song was released only as a single, and was not
included, to the chagrin of many critics, on his next full album The Rising, which
was released after the events of September 11, 2001, in which many New York City
police officers lost their lives. (142)

The Springsteen endnote connects on several levels with the text as a whole.
Lucente’s criticism of Springsteen and the reference to the musician’s “good
songs,” his “American-flag songs,” exposes a deep misunderstanding
of Springsteen’s musical oeuvre—a complex body of work that is neither
unpatriotic nor anti-American, but which is also unafraid to critique America’s
political and social failings11—and is representative of the post-9/11 anti-intellec-
tual attitude Butler criticizes in Precarious Life: The Powers of Mourning and
Violence.
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The endnote also illustrates a kind of trans-corporeality, demonstrating the
way in which the material detail of one body might cause another body to react
against it. Nowhere in Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric does Rankine
mention race or racism, yet the connection she wishes to make between skin color
and the unwanted actions of human bodies against other bodies is clear. In the
endnote, Rankine avoids didacticism by quoting from the controversial song,
thus letting “The Boss” speak for her: “You can get killed just for living in your
[black] American skin” (142). This move allows the reader to actively make the
connection between the Diallo incident and the book’s larger statement about
American culture and political policy. The speaker reflects on Louima and
Diallo in Poem #8, a section that begins with the speaker meeting with her editor
to discuss the speaker’s book on liver failure. Her editor asks her why she cares
about the liver and the speaker responds (to the reader) with the following:

In truth I know the answer to her question, but how can I say to her, Understand
without effort that man is left, at times thinking, as if trying to weep. I am somewhat
rephrasing the poet César Vallejo because Vallejo comes closest to explaining that
any kind of knowledge can be a prescription against despair, but she wouldn’t
accept his answer, she couldn’t really use it for ad copy. (55)

Here Rankine makes a connection between America’s excessive use of antidepres-
sants—a recurring motif throughout the book—and the media’s refusal to engage
intellectually and critically with American political policy. The editor cares only
about sales, not the importance of the knowledge within the book, part of which
is dedicated to informing readers that liver failure is often drug-induced.

Through Vallejo, Rankine suggests that Americans would be better off if they
sought “knowledge” instead of turning to pharmaceuticals to solve all matter of
problems. Knowing herself that “knowledge can be a prescription against
despair” (55), Rankine offers her readers a variety of information, including
the Springsteen incident and statistical information on prescription drug use
and liver damage. By providing this information without her own explanation
of the connections between antidepressants, racial violence, and the post-9/11
cultural climate, Rankine leaves it to the reader to actively investigate and create
the connective links. According to a 2011 report issued by the Center for Disease
Control, one in ten Americans over the age of twelve takes antidepressants. The
use of antidepressants also increased by four hundred percent during the post-9/
11 Bush era (Pratt, Brody, and Gu 1). Taking into account the Vallejo passage, one
might connectively deduce that the loneliness and depression suffered
by Rankine’s speaker is a result of continuously coming up against the anti-intel-
lectual resistance to critical thought and information sharing so pervasive during
the first decade of the twenty-first century.

This deduction is reinforced by Rankine’s inclusion of a diagram of the organ
system (54). The diagram includes the esophagus, the stomach, and the liver, the
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liver being the only “labeled” organ. Where the intestines should be is a silhouette
of the US, including Hawai’i and Alaska. The image at once signifies the pressure
placed on the liver by the excessive use of prescription drugs and the need for
“knowledge as a prescription against despair” (55). The liver of the body politic
is working overtime to digest and absorb the “harmful substances” disseminated
through mass media and advertising, largely in the form of disinformation
designed to induce fear and anxiety while simultaneously perpetuating the idea
that there is a cure for everything. The liver in the diagram can also be seen as
a metaphor for Rankine’s informative Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An American
Lyric, itself a metaphor for the knowledge and information denied the
American body politic in the age of post-9/11 anti-intellectualism. Knowledge
is a prescription against despair and an organ necessary for survival.12

As Poem #8 demonstrates, the body itself is a material-semiotic node affected
by both cultural and material agents. The cultural agents at work here include
racial profiling, the injunction against sadness (American optimism), and capital-
ist ideology (pharmaceutical companies pressuring physicians to prescribe anti-
depressants). The material agents include the bodies of the police officers, the
guns and bullets, the nightstick, and the chemical substances produced by com-
panies such as Eli Lilly and GlaxoSmithKline. Furthermore, Poem #8 and the end-
notes illustrate how our position in a particular body located in a particular time
and place actually dictates the societal value of our lives. This is an additional
layer the Springsteen endnote adds to Rankine’s framing of the Diallo killing.
As Butler argues in the second chapter of Precarious Life: The Powers of
Mourning and Violence, public culture (largely dictated by the media) designates
some lives “grievable” while others are not. Grievable lives are those that conform
to established conceptions of what is normatively human. By choosing not to
include “American Skin (41 Shots)” on The Rising album, Springsteen, perhaps
unintentionally, prioritized one kind of life over another. To include both songs
would have been to engage the multiple complexities of American life while
simultaneously demonstrating that the lives of New York City police officers
and the life of a West African immigrant both matter.

Although the development of the theoretical terminology used for discussing
our trans-corporeality is fairly recent, investigative poetics as a tool for recogniz-
ing our corporeal interconnectedness and vulnerability is not exclusive to the
twenty-first century. As a mode, investigative or documentary poetics dates back
to the 1930s, a decade in which all artistic mediums experienced a surge in social
reportage and documentary as a result of the Great Depression and the accom-
panying interest in human suffering.13 The most famous example of investigative
or documentary poetics is Muriel Rukeyser’s “The Book of the Dead” (1938), a
sequence of poems investigating the Hawk’s Nest Tunnel disaster.14 In 1927,
Union Carbide began construction on a tunnel through Gauley Mountain in
West Virginia. Thousands of workers—mostly African American migrant
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workers—developed silicosis as a result of exposure to silica dust. A congressio-
nal hearing placed the known death toll at 407 during the years 1930-35
although it is generally accepted that the actual number of deaths was much
higher. Alaimo notes that Rukeyser uses court testimony, interviews, medical
reports, and other documents to convey “a network of interrelationships, or
social/material environments, in which human subjects are immersed” (45).
Alaimo argues that Rukeyser’s “panoply of discourses” portrays “a sinister
trans-corporeality” in demonstrating a substantial interconnection between the
body of the worker and the environment, showing how markers of class and race
can force the body into even greater trans-corporeal dangers. For example, Union
Carbide forced its African American workers to bear the brunt of the mining work
and supplied managerial personnel with masks while the miners went without; it
took almost two years for any news of the silicosis-related deaths to surface
because of racial prejudices against African Americans (45). When the problem
did become public, many workers, as Rukeyser records in the poem “Absalom”
(1938), could not afford the X-ray needed to prove one’s body was indeed affected
by the silicosis.

As Philip Metres notes, the use of documentation in the poetic act of reframing
history enables the poet to make visible the lives “that those institutional venues
would routinely ignore” (115). Thus, Rukeyser’s “The Book of the Dead” func-
tions to make visible the lives erased by a multiplicity of institutional agendas,
including Union Carbide’s gag rule, the local media who did not find the lost lives
of African Americans newsworthy, and the medical and legal institutions that
refused to help without compensation up front. Through her use of photographic
stills and news reports, Rankine accomplishes a similar re-visualization. In an
interview with Elizabeth Hoover, Rankine discusses her use of images and the
need to impede erasure:

There are certain ways in which we are being wounded that we shouldn’t forget.
What happened to Louima—all the violence that happens to black men in this cul-
ture—is not something that should be forgotten. There have been moments when
I’ve felt that if we could still them and keep them present, you could remind people,
myself included, of these terrible things that are happening.

In the 2006 interview with Flescher and Casper, Rankine also speaks to the impor-
tance of impeding the erasure of race and racial violence. As a poet of color,
Rankine notes that she is “interested in keeping blackness a present and active
part of the world because it is a present and active part of the world. . . . The per-
ception that race is not an active part of our existence allows people to make the
kind of mistakes they make against each other.” Thus, a major part of Rankine’s
poetic project is to remind us that, although constructed, race has very real mate-
rial consequences. Rankine’s use of the word active is crucial to understanding the
constant movement between matter and culture and the physiological effects of
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racism. Race, as a semiotic agent, operates in conjunction with material reality.
As such, the meaning and the physiological effects of race are always shifting, like
material reality, depending on the body’s location in time and space.

Acknowledging the material reality of race is something quite different from
biological determinism or essentialism. In “How Real is Race?” (2008), Michael
Hames-Garcia points out that although physical features such as “skin color, hair
texture, or eye shape may hold little or no meaning for our biological function-
ing . . . or our innate capacities,” they are crucial indicators of the reality of our
lived experience (324). Like Rankine, Hames-Garcia argues against denying the
“activity” of race. To dismiss race as a purely linguistic construction is to deny
the way material and semiotic agents shape each other. Any real effort toward
political transformation needs to acknowledge that “social identities, including
race, make a significant difference for how people live their lives, for what kinds
of experiences they are likely to have, and for how they are treated by others” (309).
To deny the reality of race is to deny the oppression many people face daily, includ-
ing incidents of police brutality and racial profiling. It also epitomizes a failure to
acknowledge how privilege and choice are allotted to some and not to others. This
kind of denial is what Rankine is referring to when she says, “The perception that
race is not an active part of our existence allows people to make the kind of mis-
takes they make against each other” (“Interview”). This perception allowed NYPD
officials to call for a boycott of Springsteen instead of attempting to understand the
ways in which Springsteen’s song might be speaking to the complexity of existence.
Demonstrating that “race is real,” as Rankine does in Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An
American Lyric, is integral to an ethical project based on trans-corporeality and to
the breaking down of institutional frameworks that deny or marginalize the existence
of others. The claim that race is real means that “Race has a material-economic reality
in the immediate effects and legacies of racism” (Hames-Garcia 321).

Rankine counteracts the erasure of marginalized others in several places
throughout the book. In Poem #3, the speaker is watching coverage of the
2000 presidential election recount—the endless “charting” and “discussing”
and “recounting”—of which she comments, “All the non-reporting is a distrac-
tion from Bush himself, the same Bush who can’t remember if two or three people
were convicted for dragging a black man to his death in his home state of Texas”
(21). Below this text is a picture from the crime scene: a blood stain covering
approximately two-and-a-half square feet on a gravel road. The stain is sur-
rounded by four onlookers, but they are only visible from the knee down.
Below this image the speaker’s voice returns: “You don’t remember because
you don’t care. Sometimes my mother’s voice swells and fills my forehead.
Mostly I resist the flooding, but in Bush’s case I find myself talking to the televi-
sion screen: You don’t know because you don’t care” (21). As the endnote states,
on 7 February 1998, three white men met James Byrd, Jr., walking alone on a road
in Jasper, Texas, returning home from his niece’s bridal shower. The men offered
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Byrd a ride, but instead of bringing him home, they beat him, chained him to the
back of a pickup truck, and then “sped along a road just east of the town. Byrd’s
shredded torso was found first, and then his head, neck, and right arm were found
about a mile away. Police said a trail of blood, body parts, and personal effects
stretched for 2 miles” (135).

On the next page of Poem #3 are two more images: another photograph from
the crime scene—a close-up of the word “HEAD” spray-painted on the gravel
road, marking the place where James Byrd, Jr.’s head was found—and a photo-
graph of Byrd, a head shot taken when Byrd was alive. Between these two images
is the following text: “Then, like all things impassioned, this voice takes on a life of
its own: You don’t know because you don’t bloody care. Do you?” (22). As with
Louima and Diallo, by including a portrait of Byrd—especially such an intimate
close-up picture, close enough to feel the expression in Byrd’s eyes—Rankine
restores Byrd’s visibility. She explains her reasons for including portraits of those
otherwise erased:

I wrote the piece about James Byrd because of what President Bush said about the
case: he wasn’t clear on what had happened to the men who killed Byrd. To Bush’s
credit, he was saying they had been dealt with harshly and that’s what mattered, but
I kept thinking about how Byrd got lost in that gesture of closure—I wanted to
bring him back visually because comments like that erase him. (“Interview”)

Poem #3 is an active effort to counter the dehumanization and erasure of a
man—an erasure carried out by three white supremacists, the photos of the
crime scene (which reduce Byrd to his objective “parts”), and Bush’s disregard
for the facts of the case, symptomatic of his inability to recognize James Byrd,
Jr., as a grievable life.

In Poem #17, Rankine again demonstrates the far-reaching corporeal effects of
racism, this time demonstrating the convergence of American exceptionalism and
the material effects of race and racism on an international level. The first two
pages of Poem #17 highlight Bush’s exploitation of American exceptionalism
as justification for going to war in Iraq in order to free “Iraqis from Iraqis” even
though, as the speaker insinuates, it is really about “our oil under their feet”
(113). Then, in what seems like a sudden shift of theme and purpose, without
any introduction or lead-in, the third and fourth pages of the poem simply con-
tain a list of pharmaceutical company names capitalized and in boldface type:

ELI LILLY (SOUTH AFRICA)
(PROPRIETARY) LIMITED
GLAXO WELLCOME (SOUTH AFRICA)
(PROPRIETARY) LIMITED (115)

The list contains the names of the thirty-nine pharmaceutical companies—the
majority of which are subsidiaries of American companies—who filed suit
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against the South African government in 1998. On the page following the list, the
speaker tells us that

over breakfast the New York Times is barely visible beneath the boxes of cereal,
juice, and milk, but because I have been waiting for this day without realizing
I was waiting, I see the story at first glance: President Mbeki has decided antiretro-
virals will be made available to the five million South Africans infected by the
HIV virus.

My body relaxes. My shoulders fall back. I had not known that my distress at
Mbeki’s previous position against distribution of the drugs had physically lodged
itself like a virus within me. (117)

Below these lines is a photograph of Nelson Mandela wearing a T-shirt bearing in
large letters, “H.I.V. Positive.” The shirt, given to Mandela by a patient at the
Khayelitsha clinic outside of Cape Town, was worn by many during the early part
of the decade to express solidarity with the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC),
an activist group dedicated to securing HIV medications for poor South Africans.
In this poem, we again see how the pain of others physically manifests itself
within the body of the speaker.

Rankine uses the South African HIV antiretroviral controversy to make two
important points regarding the penetrating physiological effects of race and class
while further demonstrating how intra-active agents create and shape bodies
across time, space, and place. According to a 2003 article by Samantha Power
in The New Yorker, which Rankine also cites as a reference in her endnotes,
“South Africa has five million H.I.V.-positive people, more than in any other
country” (54). Due to the high prices charged by the drug companies, the majority
of South Africans, the black majority still living in apartheid-era shanty towns,
could not afford the life-saving antiretrovirals, and neither could the South
African government. The antiretroviral therapy “cost more than twelve hundred
dollars a month” (58) per person. The TAC began to campaign Western drug
companies to lower the cost of the drugs for South Africa, and in 1997, “TAC
joined the ANC [African National Congress] in supporting the Medicines Act, leg-
islation that would make it possible for South Africa to override drug patents and
provide more affordable generics” (61). Although the measure passed, Power
reports, it never went into effect due to “an intense lobbying effort by the phar-
maceutical industry and the Clinton Administration” (61, emphasis added). In
February of 1998, the thirty-nine drug companies Rankine lists in Don’t Let
Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric filed suit in order to stop South Africa from
manufacturing the more affordable generic drugs. At the same time, the US
threatened to punish South Africa with trade sanctions, while several Clinton offi-
cials, including Vice President Al Gore, demanded South Africa repeal the
Medicines Act (Power 61). Placing the South African antiretroviral situation
within a discussion of the Iraq war, Rankine reframes American exceptionalism,
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suggesting that America helps other countries except when it interferes with
American economic interests, or America cares about the life and liberty of those
in other nations except the lives in Africa or the Middle East.

The actions of the Western drug companies and the US provide one example of
the way bodies are harmed by institutional discourse. The second example of the
physiological effects of racism comes from President Thabo Mbeki’s refusal to
accept antiretrovirals from Western drug companies. TAC teamed up with other
advocacy groups and staged several protests outside of both drug manufacturing
facilities and the American consulates in Cape Town, Durban, and Pretoria.
Protestors even harassed Al Gore on the presidential campaign trail. As a result,
in the summer of 1999, the Clinton Administration removed the sanctions threat,
and, in 2000, the drug companies dropped the suit and agreed to reduce drug
prices. By the end of 2000, “Five major drug companies had announced discounts
on antiretrovirals of up to ninety per cent in South Africa” (Power 63). However, as
Rankine’s speaker notes, “like an absurdist dream, Mbeki stood between the now
available drugs and the dying” (117). TAC still had to contend with President
Mbeki’s refusal to accept discounted or freely donated drugs from Western compa-
nies, as well as his government’s obstruction of the dispersal of Global Fund grants.

Mbeki, who spent a lifetime fighting apartheid, felt that continuing to accept for-
eign charity “would keep Africa locked in a state of subjugation.” Mbeki also
believed that HIV did not cause AIDS, that HIV was caused by poverty and mal-
nutrition, and that “those who were supporting the use of antiretrovirals were actu-
ally trying to poison blacks” (Power 58-62). In 2002, Mbeki issued a 114-page
document suggesting that drug companies, governments, and scientists pushed
HIV as the cause of AIDS “in a quest for money and power, while peddling centu-
ries-old white racist beliefs that depicted Africans as sexually rapacious” (Dugger).
Mbeki’s mistrust of white Western society has disastrously affected the lives of mil-
lions. During the first years of the twenty-first century, six hundred South Africans
died of AIDS every day. A study conducted by the Harvard School of Public Health
AIDS Initiative estimated that more than 330,000 lives were unnecessarily lost dur-
ing the years 2000-2005 because of Mbeki’s position (Chigwedere et al. 410).15 As
Hames-Garcia observes, to say that “race is real” is to acknowledge two things: “(1)
Race has a material-economic reality in the immediate effects and legacies of rac-
ism. (2) Race has a social and psychological reality as an existing system of beliefs
and attitudes with material effects” (321). President Mbeki’s position on antiretro-
virals and foreign aid is an extreme example of both claims.

Importantly, Poem #17 illustrates the interactivity between both material and
semiotic agents across time, space, and place. Western colonization of the African
continent, capitalism, trade agreements, politics, drugs, viruses, apartheid, pov-
erty, family relationships, and many other agents interconnect to shape the lived
experiences of us all. By reframing the AIDS crisis alongside Bush’s call to war,
Rankine asks readers to discern the vast repercussions of all political actions,
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including acts committed in the name of freedom under the guise of American
exceptionalism. By illustrating the rippling effects of intra-activity across time,
space, and place, Rankine promotes a trans-corporeal ethics that considers mul-
tiple material consequences, an ethics that emerges from material reality.

As the book continues, the speaker of Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An American
Lyric comes to understand the need for an ethics based on material interconnec-
tedness and the necessity of living with respect and regard for all others. However,
this understanding is not presented as a simplistic solution; rather, through frag-
mented bits of information, media clips, and photos, Rankine portrays the reso-
lution of trans-corporeal ethics as realistically messy and complex. For example,
after reading about Mbeki’s reversal regarding antiretrovirals in the New York
Times, the speaker’s body relaxes, but then in the next instance she feels “like
a skin-sack of uselessness” (117). On the next page, the speaker’s distress moves
“in with muscle and bone. Its entrance by necessity slowly translated my already
grief into a tremendously exhausted hope. The translation occurred uncon-
sciously, perhaps occurred simply because I am alive” (118). Here we see how
mediated communication manifests itself physically in the speaker, creating a
material-semiotic node of grief that briefly becomes hope. Futility returns as
the speaker again loses hope and admits she is still lonely. Continuing on in this
state of despair until the book’s conclusion, Rankine avoids the didacticism of
telling her readers that life is great as long as you just love the Other. Instead,
the solution to America’s “loneliness” is a complex and difficult task but ulti-
mately one worth the trouble.

In Transpositions, Rosi Braidotti writes toward “a new global ethics,” a project
which involves relocating European (or American) whiteness to a “becoming-
minoritarian” subject position—a position that embraces a nomadic, multi-lay-
ered identity—as a means toward ending Eurocentrism and racism (71). This
process of relocating is bound to involve a certain amount of pain associated with
the loss of the illusory fixed identity, but as Braidotti notes, “Nomadic ethics is not
about the avoidance of pain, but rather about transcending the resignation and
passivity that ensue from being hurt, lost, and dispossessed” (84). Thus, even
as the speaker comes to recognize the importance others play in the formation
of life and desire, she still encounters feelings of despair as her father dies and
she cannot attend the funeral, as she experiences night sweats as a side effect
of Zoloft, as she considers whether or not voting against George Bush in the
2004 presidential election will make a difference, and as Saddam Hussein is “dis-
covered in a hole in the ground” and “it is supposed to mean something about
peace” (123). Ultimately, Rankine’s speaker transcends the resignation and pas-
sivity that results from the loss felt after and because of 9/11—and the dislocation
of First World complacency—by recognizing the Other.

Near the end of the book, Rankine offers a hopeful passage from Levinas: “The
subject who speaks is situated in relation to the other. This privilege of the other
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ceases to be incomprehensible once we admit that the first fact of existence is nei-
ther being in itself nor being for itself but being for the other” (120). In the context
of Poem #17, and the book as a whole, the passage works to counteract American
exceptionalism and individualism. As the individual body cannot exist without
the shaping touch of others, the body politic cannot exist without acknowledging
its interdependence on and with other nations. In his review of Rankine’s book,
Alan Gilbert connects the Levinas passage with Rankine’s ethical project, noting
that the formal mode enables Rankine to enact an ethics that does not turn the
Other into an object. For Gilbert, a “language rooted in ethics and social respon-
sibility can indeed be useful without being manipulative and without making the
other into an object. This ethics of language begins to be enacted when it under-
stands that every “I” is multiple, every voice various, and every subject plural
(“Ethics”). Through her complex inclusive “I,” Rankine enacts a poetics of recip-
rocal alterity that recognizes our shared vulnerability with others while mutually
recognizing the self and Other as consisting of multiple alterities.

Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric ends with a call to be “present” for
all others by highlighting the act of reciprocation enabled by the poem, thereby
calling attention to her own poetic project:

Paul Celan said that the poem was no different from a handshake. I cannot see any
basic difference between a handshake and a poem—is how Rosemary Waldrop
translated his German. The handshake is our decided ritual of both asserting
(I am here) and handing over (here) a self to another. Hence the poem is that—
Here. I am here. This conflation of the solidity of presence with the offering of this
same presence perhaps has everything to do with being alive. (130)

Rankine offers her “American lyric” as an act of acknowledging the presence of
marginalized others like James Byrd, Jr. and Abner Louima. The book is a mate-
rial object handed over to another. At the same time, the passage highlights the
material interconnectedness that occurs as agents interact with one another. This
interaction “has everything to do with being alive.”

Below the Celan passage is a photograph of a billboard in the middle of a prai-
rie. The billboard is blank except for the single word “HERE.” To be present is to
be “here” with all others. The book concludes: “Here both recognizes and
demands recognition. I see you, or here, he said to her. In order for something
to be handed over a hand must extend and a hand must receive. We must both
be here in this world in this life in this place indicating the presence of” (131).
Rankine asks us to recognize the presence of all others and to be inclusive in
our rendering of “here,” meaning the US and the world. The endnote for page
131 provides the etymological origins for the word here:

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, “the word ‘here,’ as in ‘this place’ or ‘the
place,’ finds its origins in the Gothic prefix ‘hi,’ meaning this (it is placed before a
noun). The pronouns ‘he,’ ‘his,’ and ‘her’ also come from the source, as well as the
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pronouns ‘hither’ and ‘hence.’ From this source the feminine ‘she,’ plural ‘they,’
and neuter ‘it’ all eventually evolved.” (154)

By including the origins of “here,” Rankine communicates that all of the
“we,” all of the everything ever marked by a pronoun, are all here in this place
together. She invites us to imagine “community” as an ever-expanding and inclu-
sive here.

Practicing trans-corporeal ethics requires acknowledging how our lives are
shaped by others and how we in turn shape others’ lives. Rankine encourages this
ethical regard of others by effectively demonstrating the ways in which we are all
both materially and subjectively shaped by discourse promulgated through
the mass media. In practicing investigative poetics, Rankine not only offers a
counter to the dominant discourse but also makes visible the piercing physiolog-
ical effects of racism, class, and oppression. Erica Hunt concludes her essay on
oppositional poetics as follows: “Certainly writing itself cannot enlarge the body
of opposition to the New Wars, but it may enhance our capacity to strategically
read our condition more critically and creatively in order to interrupt and join”
(212). Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric enhances our capacity to
think critically about our condition by underscoring the serious consequences
of ignoring the material, demonstrating how the human and other bodies are
shaped by material and semiotic forces, and “breaking open” the frames of mass
media, enabling the reader to recontextualize or radically rethink mediated dis-
course.

Notes

1. Nothing in Nature is Private (1994) won the Cleveland State Poetry Prize. Claudia
Rankine’s other books include The End of the Alphabet (1998), PLOT (2001), and
Citizen: An American Lyric (2014). The introduction to Rankine’s entry in the
anthology American Hybrid (2009), edited by Cole Swensen and David St.
John, describes her poetic evolution as follows: “[Rankine’s] work has become
progressively more layered, evolving from a lyric aligned with the tradition of
the poem as testimony to the primacy of personal experience to a genre-free
hybrid of documentary, memoir, lyric, and image, in which subjectivity is much
more diffuse, much more communal” (337). Rankine’s Citizen: An American
Lyric also uses the investigative technique to discuss issues related to race and
racism in America.

2. In the “Coda” of Renegade Poetics: Black Aesthetics and Formal Innovation in
African American Poetry (2011), Evie Shockley includes Don’t Let Me Be
Lonely: An American Lyric in a list of contemporary books working within an
innovative tradition of the poets Shockley examines in her study.

3. Stacy Alaimo uses the prefix trans- to indicate movement, interchanges, and
interconnections across bodies. Trans-corporeality “acknowledges the often
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unpredictable and unwanted actions of human bodies, nonhuman creatures, eco-
logical systems, chemical agents, and other actors” (2). In Bodily Natures: Science,
Environment, and the Material Self (2010), Alaimo focuses on the inter-
change between human and nonhuman bodies. Here, I am using the term
trans-corporeality chiefly to discuss the interface between human bodies and
mediated discourse, and the unwanted actions of human bodies against other
human bodies.

4. See Lynn Keller, Michael Davidson, Susan Schultz, and Ann Keniston and Jeffery
Gray.

5. This list is by no means comprehensive, and I do not mean to portray these
events as occurrences isolated in time and space. All of these events and innova-
tions are intricately related to one another just as they are connected to other
interrelated events occurring in the twentieth century and earlier.

6. D. A. Powell, Mark Nowak, Lucia Perillo, Ed Roberson, C. D. Wright, and Juliana
Spahr are among the growing list of contemporary poets currently engaging in a
poetics that encourages ethical recognition of the very real conditions facing very
real bodies—both human and nonhuman. For a discussion of Spahr’s methods,
see Tana Jean Welch. For an overview of new materialism and its history, see
Diana Coole and Samantha Frost, Stacy Alaimo and Susan Hekman, and
Serenella Iovino.

7. Alan Gilbert makes a case for a more nuanced understanding of active reader the-
ory, arguing that readers and audiences can be active with “all kinds of texts”
(Another 111), not just experimental avant-garde poetry.

8. See Steve Halle for a brief discussion of investigative poetry produced since 9/11.
9. See Susan Briante, who uses Ron Suskind’s report of this conversation to make a

similar point.
10. Although the sections are unnumbered in the book, for ease of discussion I will

refer to each section in terms of its sequential placement; for example, “Poem #8”
is the eighth section in the book.

11. See David Masciotra for a discussion of why Springsteen’s music is often misin-
terpreted, as well as an analysis of Springsteen’s music as political commentary.

12. The liver diagram appears again in Poem #14 after an exchange between
the speaker and a cab driver from Pakistan. Since 9/11, the cab driver has been
subjected to racism and cruelty because “white people” (89) think he is “al
Qaeda” (90). The placement of the diagram in this section suggests that cruelty
based on skin color can be prevented through knowledge.

13. See William Stott for a discussion of the rise of documentary as a genre in the
1930s.

14. The terms investigative poetics and documentary poetics, as Briante notes, are often
used interchangeably. Like Briante, I prefer Edward Sanders’s term investigative
poetics because “it emphasizes the notion of inquiry and speculation, fundamental
to the lyric, rather than a recording of some objective reality” (Briante). Other
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prominent examples of early investigative poems include Charles Reznikoff’s
Testimony (1936) and William Carlos Williams’s Paterson (1946).

15. Despite President Thabo Mbeki’s supposed reversal of opinion noted
by Rankine’s speaker, the Mbeki Administration would continue to obstruct
the distribution of antiretrovirals until Mbeki’s resignation in 2008. See Nicoli
Nattrass.
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